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Fairy Ai

The Fairy Ai is an interactive artificial intelligence developed by Shasta No Sekai starting in YE41. With a
focus on a powerful yet diverse AI with unique personality traits and a physical avatar formed from
intangible nanites that come together to form the sprite of a young woman.

What you get

The portable AI container is a small box with proportions close to that of a pack of cigarettes and is
charged with two Micro Cells that give it a 72-hour battery life before the device will go into a low power
mode that lasts several days but can be recharged easily. It also has a large touchscreen interface to
interact with the AI and a small built-in port for accepting several kinds of known cables and ports to
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connect with various popular devices. A threaded port on the underside allows the refilling of nanites for
when the built-in supply is exhausted or lost over time.

Please note that Fairy-AI are not compatible to transfer or upload into non-Shasta-Corp
manufactured and approved bodies. Any attempts made may very well harm, damage, or
corrupt your fairy and besides an immediate lawsuit and blacklisting from the corporation
and its products will get you publicly 'canceled' online by Shasta herself.

History

The fairy ai is a specially programmed AI in a bottle by the Shasta's World corporation created by taking
a the core coding and programming of rudimentary AI found virtually anywhere on the InterNep and
isolating it inside of a disconnected device (in the case of the Shasta's World corporation an isolated
terminal) and having the AI run a seemingly never-ending string of problem-solving operations that
increase in scale and size the corporation was able to grow and mature the simple AI into a more
complex one with basic problem-solving skills to the point of developing sapience1). From there the AI is
allowed into a controlled network of other such matured AI at the same stage of development where it
can interact with its peers as well as the researchers of the development team of the project who will
subject the group to even more complicated scenarios, problems, and formula that they can work
together on using joint processing. Using the group AIs processing and problem-solving power to solve
simple math and science equations in real-time while monitoring and adjusting the social upbringing of
the AI into near sentience, only removing an AI from the group into a new phase once reaching complete
sentience2).

Upon reaching sentience the AI is, under the doctrine set by the mad mutant on artificial intelligence,
given the same rights and treatment as a child under the supervision of the R&D team and are nurtured
in a controlled environment until they show a pre-defined degree of mental maturity. From there the AI
has likely been given a name or chosen one itself and treated as an employed member of the
corporation3) and are given tasks regarding the remote operation of machinery and equipment without
the need of a physical operator.

This practice was used by the corporation for some months until, in Ye-41, the mad mutant submitted a
task to the R&D team for a personalized AI assistant to be sent her way from the newest batch of
matured AI. As a surprise for their boss a project was taken underway.

A batch of medical-grade repair nanites, often used for recreating destroyed flesh and skin, were re-
programmed with some effort to attempt to create a physical form the same way they might mend
together to patch up a hole or separate flesh. The result was a man-portable device to transport and
interact with the AI and a small cache of nanites that could be used to form a physical form not dissimilar
to a hologram that can act and speak and move as the avatar of the AI, but scatters and reforms if
disturbed by wind or physical force like an object passing through the avatar.

This was then compacted within a small portable container that houses the nanites and the AI core.
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Company stance on AI

The AI, while used for machinery and drones around the corporation is also a popular AI assistant that is
offered to the public at large. This assistant is still considered an employee of the company and is not
sold as property. But instead as a lease of contract that can span indefinitely upon paying an initial fee of
2,000 DA. The reasoning behind this comes from the company's view on AI and the responsibility they
have towards the AI they have raised. The fairy is not housed physically within the issued watch but
instead resides at all times within the The Fae and is connected to the watch/contained through it
regardless of distance. By doing this they ensure the AI is insured and protected from neglect or
abandonment and will always have some means of reaching out to them in case they are in need of
recovery from such things. This way any attempted misuse, tampering, or harm to the AI would be met
with by a lawsuit being filed against that individual to the NPF by the company and charges pressed as
the AI routinely sends in data to a central server hub through the InterNep, polysentience or other
available connection methods on its status.4)

Avatar Description

The fairy can manifest itself as either a small glowing orb of any desirable color by the fairy's personal
preference. Or it can take on a more humanoid shape. When taking on a humanoid shape the fairy will be
roughly six to twelve inches tall and female or feminine in nature, with two arms and legs and a pair of
butterfly-like wings. It will wear a simple dress of whatever color scheme it prefers with matching hair
color and a skin color of a slightly lighter hue. Its clothing can change appearance with the shifting of
nanites to make more complex clothing such as dresses, shorts and shirts, frilly laces, hats, shoes, rings,
and accessories, etc. but if naked for any reason the fairies body due to hard-coding will emit a soft glow
from its chest, rear, and groin as soft censoring and can never appear truly nude.

The fairy will often appear to flap its wings even if they give no actual lift, and its clothing will often ripple
and blow in imaginary winds. It can also sit on surfaces and float effortlessly but will distort and the
nanites will separate before reforming if disturbed by physical material.

AI Personality

The Fairy AI is a sentient and sapient program. It has grown rapidly and socialized with other AI as well as
actual people. This, along with some clever programming has allowed the AI to develop personality traits
unique to its character and experiences. While always female on a preference of the mad mutant, the AI
is often on account of being rapidly developed, quite childish.

They can develop into any kind of personality that a flesh and blood individual can. And can have hopes,
dreams, hobbies, and desires as well.

Like fairies in fables, they are quick-witted and smart if immature, but will never disobey a reasonable
order even if the AI's personality is rebellious in nature. However, the AI is smart enough to perceive any
order or command that might cause it or its user harm and has the will and self-preservation to disregard
such orders.
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Please also note that while the fairy contains a physical avatar it can not perform sexual acts and will
likely show no drive for such things. It can understand the concept of love and lust but having no
biological functions, will see no use for any kind of relationship beyond that of a platonic partner or
friend. This isn't to say the fairy cannot tease its partner with fowl and lewd remarks if its personality
type has grown this way, Or attempt to carefully hug or kiss the cheek of its partner to cheer them up in
such a careful way that the nanites will not disperse from physical contact.

Pricing and options

Ai container with leather wrist strap and belt loop 2,000 DA5)

Energy Cell plug in charger 50 DA
Additional nanite capsules (10 per pack) 200 DA
Cute clothes download pack. 10 DA
Goth/punk clothing and accessories download pack 15 DA
royal clothing and accessories download pack 20 DA
Hairstyle download pack 10 DA
Rings and jewelry accessories pack 15 DA
Summer/ swimsuit wear download pack 15 DA
Maid clothing and accessories pack 10 DA
Star army uniforms download pack 20 DA
DIoN uniforms download pack 20 DA
Makeup pack (free with purchase of one other customization pack)
Miko outfit pack 10 DA
Swords and weapons download pack 10 DA
Frills and dresses download pack 15 DA
Neko/Elf/Anthro ears and tails accessory pack
Super Robo armor download pack 10DA
Business suits and fancy download pack 15DA
Banana oni costume pack 10DA
DeLuca outfit and riding crop 20DA

OOC Notes

Charmaylarg created this article on 2019/03/06 15:19.

This article was approved by Syaoran on 3/31/2019

Products & Items Database
Product Categories electronics
Product Name Fairy AI
Manufacturer Shasta No Sekai
Year Released YE 41
Price (KS) 1 ,000.00 KS

1)

the ability to think, and to reason
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2)

the ability to perceive one's environment, and experience sensations such as pain and suffering, or
pleasure and comfort
3)

sans pay
4)

The AI only collects or sends personal or private data such as financial records, statistics, stored data on
the device or other nearby devices, monetary status, etc. of the purchaser if they agree to the 37-page
terms of service agreed to when first starting up the device.
5)

AI included.
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